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Knowing how consumers react to different wine styles, with different food types, and in different situations, will be a 
powerful tool to inform how Australian wine offerings can be fit for the job consumers want it to perform. Investigating 
the use of wine in real world contexts in Asian markets will allow the Australian wine sector to direct resources to more 
precise targets.

As part of this proposal, wine and food consumption practices in Asian markets will be assessed, to obtain information 
about how wine can fit in the different cultures, followed by communication activities on how Australian wines can 
innovate to be fit for purpose along with messages on how our wines are best used in these settings.

The project will also investigate consumer behaviour and preferences in major Asian markets through engaging wine 
experiences using immersive methods. For example, using virtual reality (VR) tools, consumers can be transformed into 
different contexts, so that specific lifelike environments can be experienced while drinking wine with food as part of a 
meal, or in other social situations. VR can conjure up a restaurant environment or a casual lunch on a summers day. VR 
can be used to simulate wine purchase situations, and assess the decision-making process. It can include realistic 
smells and background sounds in a multisensory experience, while incorporating the ability for the person to pick up a 
glass of wine, taste it and have this fused in the experience. As a result of this work, experiential demonstrations of 
multisensory inputs will be developed, to allow companies to use the technology to enthuse consumers in Asia with 
Australian wine in a highly involving and entertaining manner, and show how it fits with their lifestyle.
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